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It goes without saying that transparent and fair market op-
eration is crucial for innovation. This is because an opaque and 
unfair market hinders competition and deepens the asymmetry 
of power, causing economic actors to lose their will to take on 
creative challenges. One question that can be raised here is how 
the emergence of a new technology called artificial intelligence 
(“AI”) will have an impact on market transparency and fairness. If 
AI is expected to negatively affect the transparency and fairness 
of the market, we must hurry to seek legal and policy alternatives 
that can help the market to function properly in the age of artifi-
cial intelligence.

With this problem in mind, the Seoul National University Ar-
tificial Initiative Policy Initiative (SNU AI Policy Initiative, “SAPI”) 
has held annual conferences since 2017, inviting AI experts to 
discuss legal and policy issues1. All the previous conferences 
have been produced in video formats with Korean subtitles, and 
from the 2nd conference in 2018 and onwards, reports in the 
current format have also been provided.2 Moreover, the SNU AI 
Policy Initiative is carrying out various discussions related to AI 

1 The main topics of past conferences are as follows. 
The 1st Conference: “Policy Issues surrounding AI, Algorithms & Privacy” 
The 2nd Conference: “Artificial Intelligence Today: Governance and Accountability” 
The 3rd Conference: “AI Policy for the Future: Can We Trust AI?”

2 The past conference videos can be found below. 
The 1st conference: http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLOP6ilKzhDLQ_
a2hMmD0vxsJn0d-aQco8 
The 2nd conference and beyond: https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCKyxSZOtLB1YvkKM2_Mq8gQ/featured 
The link of past conference reports is as follows: http://sapi.co.kr/workshops/
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from a convergent perspective.3 The issue of market competition 
is a very important topic, so some discussions on this issue have 
already taken place in the last conferences, but this year, it was 
selected as the main topic of the conference.

Unlike in previous years, there was a change in format at the 
4th conference in 2020. This was because offline events were 
impossible due to the COVID-19 pandemic, which has grappled 
the world since the beginning of 2020. Accordingly, SNU AI poli-
cy initiative drastically expanded the number of sessions to eight 
while taking the events online, and arranged each session on a 
different day with at least 1 hour, so that sufficient discussions 
could be held throughout all sessions. At the same time, every 
effort was made so that discussions in all sessions could con-
verge on the main theme of market fairness and transparency.

Despite the format change, the invited presenters of all ses-
sions, including keynote speaker, were experts in the related 
fields from abroad to have a rich and in-depth discussion as in 
previous years. Professor Cynthia Dwork, who delivered the key-
note speech, is a world-renowned scholar famous for differential 
privacy, a widely known technology for harmonizing privacy and 
data analysis. Also, all the presenters at individual sessions were 
composed of renowned researchers from the European Union 
and the United States. At this conference, researchers belonging 
to world-renowned organizations such as AI Now Institute and 
Partnership on AI participated, contributing to broadening the 
scope of discussion. Furthermore, a researcher from Google, a 
leading company in the field of artificial intelligence, delivered a 
presentation too, enabling the inclusion of the industry perspec-
tives. Thus, despite being an online event that spanned several 
days, there were hundreds of attendees in every session.

3 The Seoul National University AI Policy Initiative publishes issue papers twice a year, 
in May and November, since 2019 and holds various academic events on an irregular 
basis. For more information, visit http://sapi.co.kr/
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One important topic surrounding the artificial intelligence technol-
ogy is a legal and policy addressing of the safety and responsibility 
issues. Professor Jason Schultz began the seminar by presenting this 
problem and explaining what artificial intelligence is. He presented 
important artificial intelligence technologies in two main forms from a 
legal & policy perspective. One is an AI robot that moves in conjunc-
tion with hardware, like an automatic sorting machine used in Amazon 
warehouses, and the other is a question-and-answer type of AI used 
in the decision-making processes, such as finding directions and de-
ciding whom to hire. Such artificial intelligence can bring great benefits 
to humans, but it can cause harm by solidifying social discrimination, 
which can both pose new challenges or opportunities from a legal 
and policy perspective.

As Professor Schultz explained the concepts of machine learning 
and deep learning among AI technologies, he presented examples 
such as email spam filters and image classification codes that distin-
guish dogs and cats. Machine learning and deep learning technol-
ogies can cause errors in classification results even if they are con-
stantly learning. Image classification technology using a convolutional 
neural network (CNN) makes fatal errors due to problems such as the 
bias of training data in the process of classifying a specific image into 
a specific class. Since humans often do not know the cause of such a 
phenomenon, a question could be raised whether these technologies 
can be used for important decisions.
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Professor Schultz introduced a research conducted in China, as a 
representative cases where AI can cause significant problems in legal 
policy regarding the issues of bias and fairness. Here, based on the 
model learned from the facial images of criminals, the AI determined 
which person had a high probability of becoming a criminal by only 
looking at facial images. Professor Schultz pointed out that even if 
such an attempt may lead to effective conclusions, it can lead to a 
variety of legal problems, including the violation of due process or the 
presumption of innocence because this is just a correlation between 
the criminal record and some of the features in the image. Amazon’s 

Challenges and Opportunities for AI Policymaking
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facial recognition model, which adopted a similar methodology, was 
eventually discontinued as it became known that the model classified 
28 US lawmakers have high likelihood of committing a crime.

A more realistic example is an artificial intelligence hiring system1 
developed by Amazon based on the employee resumes dataset. 
Originally, the AI hiring system was expected to greatly reduce human 
resource and mitigate the harm of human’s arbitrary judgment. How-
ever, the system turned out to be systemically biased against female 
applicants. and Amazon had to withdraw the system. This result can 
be attributed to the characteristics of machine learning in which the 
model learns from past data that reflects historical social injustices.

Another example is ProPublica’s 2016 report that pointed out a 
problem with an algorithm called COMPAS.2 COMPAS is an algorithm 
that calculates the probability of recidivism by taking in to account 
variables such as criminal participation, lifestyle, personality and atti-
tude, family and social exclusion of the defendant into scores. The al-
gorithm then recommends to a judge whether the applicant is likely to 
commit crime. Although COMPAS does not include race as a variable, 
it was placed in the middle of a controversy when it was revealed that 
COMPAS tends to estimate a comparably high likelihood of recidivism 
for blacks and a low likelihood of recidivism for whites.

Artificial intelligence technology is also being used to classify hu-
man facial expressions as input values. Professor Schultz introduced 

1 Dastin, J. (2018) “Amazon scraps secret AI recruiting tool that showed bias against women” 
Reuters. https://www.reuters.com/article/us-amazon-com-jobs-automation-insight-
idUSKCN1MK08G

2 Angwin, J., Larson, J., Surya, M., and Kirchner, L., (2016) “Machine Bias”, ProPublica. 
https://www.propublica.org/article/machine-bias-risk-assessments-in-criminal-sentencing 
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Challenges and Opportunities for AI Policymaking

a company that provides a service determining the suitability of ap-
plicants by analyzing interview videos during the hiring process.3 This 
technology is believed to recognize human emotions through images 
or videos. Furthermore, China is introducing a system that allows the 
state to determine whether each citizen is a “good” citizen by creating 
a social credit score4. The social credit score is used for hiring, loan 
screening, travel permission, and other societal purposes. It analyzes 
each citizen’s purchase history, SNS posting history, friend list, and 
others. It deducts the social credit score when one parks a car illegal-
ly or criticizes the government. The problem is that AI can make errors 
in these various decision-making processes, and humans will not be 
able to fully understand how these errors were made.

Legal and policy responses to the use of artificial intelligence tech-
nology are also being formulated. For example, in Illinois, the inter-
viewer is obliged to inform the interviewee that an evaluation using AI 
is being conducted and to explain how AI evaluates him or her.5 Nev-
ertheless, Professor Schultz pointed out that even if such a duty of 
explanation is imposed, it is unclear whether companies can comply 
with it due to various limitations on the explainability of AI.

Professor Schultz introduced two cases in which the problem of 
trade secret or explanation emerged in the dispute resolution process 

3 HireVue, https://www.hirevue.com/ 

4 Marr, B., (2019) “Chinese Social Credit Score: Utopian Big Data Bliss or Black Mirror on 
Steroids?”, Forbes. https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2019/01/21/chinese-social-
credit-score-utopian-big-data-bliss-or-black-mirror-on-steroids/#5dfbf0e748b8 

5 820 ILCS 42/ Artificial Intelligence Video Interview Act
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regarding AI algorithms.6 The first case is of Tammy Dobbs, a patient 
with cerebral palsy living in Arkansas. Tammy Dobbs requested an 
explanation from Arkansasbecause the care time calculated by the al-
gorithm was reduced from the care time she used to get from human 
examiner, but Arkansas failed to provide a clear answer. At the trial, 
the Arkansas state government insisted that the algorithm cannot be 
disclosed because it is a trade secret of its vendor, but the court or-
dered the disclosure of the algorithm. Despite this measure, Professor 
Schultz argued that compared to humans, it is difficult to understand 
computer code to acquire an adequate explanation for the reason for 
reducing care time.

The second case is a lawsuit filed by the labor union against the 
Office of Education on behalf of a public-school teacher who was 
fired as a result of an algorithmic employee evaluation. The defendant 
also argued that the algorithm could not be disclosed because it was 
a trade secret, but the court judged that if an algorithm that is a trade 
secret, which cannot be disclosed to the parties is used for an import-
ant personnel decision, the minimum due process has not been fol-
lowed, and if so, the appropriate solution is to protect the trade secret 
but cancel the dismissal decision.7 As such, Professor Schultz argued 
that relying on algorithms to make important decisions should be 
avoided unless the issues of fairness and transparency are resolved.

6 Richardson, R., Schultz, J. & Southerland, V. (2019) “Litigating Algorithms 2019 US Report: 
New Challenges to Government Use of Algorithmic Decision Systems”, AI Now Institute, 
Available at https://ainowinstitute.org/litigatingalgorithms-2019-us.html

7 “When a public agency adopts a policy of making high stakes employment decisions based 
on secret algorithms incompatible with minimum due process, the proper remedy is to 
overturn the policy, while leaving the trade secrets intact.” (HFT v. HISD, 251 F.Supp.3d 1168 
(S.D. Tex. 2017)
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The second session continued to deal with legal policy discus-
sions, focusing mainly on the topics of the fairness of algorithms 
and anti-discrimination law. Attorney Alice Xiang started the semi-
nar by presenting cases in which the COMPAS recidivism prediction 
algorithm mentioned in the first session discriminated against Afri-
can American, and Amazon’s hiring algorithm discriminated against 
women. She further presented a case where the distorted image of 
a group caused representational harm. For instance, when you enter 
the search word “CEO” on Google, most of the image search results 
will be male CEOs, and the female image showing up at the top of the 
list is a Barbie doll dressed as a CEO. What these cases have in com-
mon is that the AI algorithm’s learning dataset reflects past biases.

 Next, attorney Xiang proceeded to a discussion about what al-
gorithmic bias is. She presented (1) an approach centered on how 
the algorithmic decision-making process systematically caused bad 
results for a specific small group, and (2) the approach centered on 
the disparity arising from demographic or other characteristics. The 
technical definition of this algorithmic bias should be compatible with 
the existing anti-discrimination laws. Only under such circumstances, 
we can formulate methods to reduce such bias.

17Session 2 - Alice Xiang



From this perspective, attorney Xiang explained the concept of 
a protected class variable under the US anti-discrimination laws. In 
the US, discrimination based on race, gender, age, disability, national 
origin, religion, and others are legally prohibited.1 The most intuitive 
way to comply with these legal prohibitions is to remove these vari-
ables from the training set. Attorney Xiang, however, points out that 
this is a naïve approach because the same algorithmic bias can occur 
if other variables (proxy) replacing the protected class variables are 
combined. For example, in the hiring process, the race of the appli-
cant can be predicted based on the applicant’s residential address 
and income level. In the COMPAS algorithm, the race was not entered 
as a variable, but statistically significant differences were shown in 
the recidivism rate evaluation between races. Nevertheless, attorney 
Xiang pointed out that “fairness through unawareness” is still the most 
widely accepted approach in the industry. For example, the U.S. De-
partment of Housing and Urban Development has enacted rules that 
exempt algorithms that do not use protected variables from liability for 
discrimination.2

 So, how do we reduce algorithmic bias? Attorney Xiang argued 
that to effectively reduce algorithmic bias, the protected class vari-
ables should be used according to the context, and through this, the 
fairness and accuracy of the algorithm can be improved at the same 
time. This approach shares the basic arguments used for affirmative 
action in the existing university admissions process. Affirmative action 

1 For example, under the title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, discrimination based on certain 
demographic variables are prohibited in the context of employment. 42 U.S.C § 2000e-2(a).

2 Fair Housing Act, the Disparate Impact Standard by the US Deaprtment of Housing and 
Urban Development, 84 Fed. Reg. 42854 (2019. 8. 19.)
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refers to a policy that gives preferential treatment to groups that have 
historically experienced discrimination and have been mainly used as 
a policy to consider racial minorities and women. 

However, the Bakke U.S. Supreme Court ruling on active prefer-
ential treatment declared that while race is a factor that can be con-
sidered in college entrance exams, but the quota system that sets 
the ratio of specific races is unconstitutional. It was determined that 
affirmative action should be allowed for the educational purpose of 
the diversity of the student body, rather than the rectification of histor-

Session 2 Capture (caption)
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Algorithmic Fairness and Anti-Discrimination Law

ical inequalities.3 Attorney Alice Xiang pointed out that the algorithmic 
bias reduction method using the protected class variable is similar to 
the quota system that determines the ratio and focuses on remedying 
historical inequalities, which contradicts the Bakke ruling. In the 2003 
Grutter v. Bollinger and Gratz v. Bollinger rulings, the Supreme Court 
of the United States continued a similar view by deciding that race 
consideration was allowed in evaluating individual applicants, but it 
was not allowed to award additional points solely based on the fact 
that they were minorities.4

 The US Supreme Court’s rulings on aggressive preferential treat-
ment acts as a constraint in devising a method to address algorithmic 
bias. This is because, if a quota system that guarantees a certain 
percentage or a method of assigning additional points is not allowed, 
how to correct algorithmic bias for minorities or women becomes a 
problem. Attorney Xiang argued that “causality” could be used as 
an important requirement in the disparate treatment jurisprudence 
of anti-discrimination law.5 In other words, instead of unconditionally 
prohibiting the algorithm from using protected class variables such 
as race or gender, it is better to specifically evaluate the causality be-
tween protected variables and biased outcomes. According to this 
approach, even if the same protected class variable is used in the al-

3 Regents of the University of California v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265 (1978)

4 In the case of Grutter, the admissions decision of the University of Michigan law school 
became an issue, whereas in the case of Gratz, the admissions decision of the University of 
Michigan college became a problem. The University of Michigan undergraduate admissions 
system evaluated applicants based on a scale of 150, and all of minority applicants received 
additional 20 points.

5 Texas Dept. of Housing and Community Affairs v. Inclusive Communities Project, Inc., 576 U.S. 
519 (2015)
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gorithm, the legal evaluation can differ depending on whether the pro-
tected class variable is used in the direction of increasing the causality 
of biased decisions or in the direction of reducing the bias causality.

 Attorney Xiang pointed out that applying the anti-discrimination 
law to the algorithm bias, which prevents considering the protected 
class variables, can lead to a result of solidifying unreasonable dis-
crimination. She concluded the seminar by suggesting an evaluation 
based on causality as a solution6.

6 For more details on this presentation, see the speaker’s paper, Alice Xiang. (2021). 
“Reconciling Legal and Technical Approaches to Algorithmic Bias”, Tennessee Law Review, 
Vol. See 88, No. 3 (forthcoming).
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Session 3 dealt with legal and policy discussions on the influence 
of artificial intelligence on market competition. Professor Dunne, the 
presenter, explained what problems the commercial use of artificial 
intelligence algorithms is causing in the market, especially in terms of 
competition law, and she started the discussion by posing a question 
about how competition law needs to evolve to come up with solutions 
to these new problems. Professor Niamh Dunne emphasized that the 
presentation is focused on the EU competition law specifically, but it 
could provide many implications for discussions in other jurisdictions.

Competition law authorities in the European Union are said to have 
developed and responded to four key scenarios concerning the in-
creasing use of algorithms in the market. The four scenarios are (1) 
a dystopian scenario called “robotic cartel”, (2) a scenario in which 
an algorithm exists as a fact of the market, (3) a scenario in which an 
algorithm aggravates market competitive harm, and (4) a scenario 
where competition within algorithm becomes the competition on the 
merits.

In the first scenario, when many market participants apply a pric-
ing algorithm, these algorithms can commit an act of collusion without 
human intervention. There are various studies on this, but it is said 
that the pros and cons are widely opposed to the limitations of the 
robot cartel and the competition law proposed in the book “Virtual 
Competition: The Promise and Perils of the Algorithm-Driven Econo-
my”. However, there are no cases in which the robot cartel scenario 
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has become a problem in real life, so Professor Dunne mentioned two 
cases in which humans used artificial intelligence as a means of col-
lusion. One is the case of Trod/GB in which marketing software that 
included the pricing method induced an explicit agreement among 
multiple operators,1 and the other is the case of Topkins in which al-
gorithms were used as a means of collusion between poster compa-
nies in Amazon.2 Recently, although it was research conducted in the 
laboratory environment, the result of algorithms learning the higher 
consensus prices have been published.3

The second scenario is that the algorithm becomes a fact in the 
market. Here, the algorithm functions as part of the market, not as a 
tool for abuse. In this regard, Professor Dunne introduced two exam-
ples. First, in the Guess case4, when Guess, a clothing manufactur-
er, signed a contract with an official distributor, it reached a vertical 
agreement to ban Google Ad from participating in keyword bids. The 
European Commission (hereinafter referred to as “EC”) ruled that this 
violated Article 101 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European 
Union (hereinafter referred to as “TFEU”).5 Another example is the 

1 UK competition authority decision in Trod Ltd: posters and frames, 21 July 2016, Case 
50223

2 United States v. Topkins, No. 15-201 (N.D. Cal. Apr. 30, 2015)

3 Calvano, E., Calzolari, G., Denicolo, V., and Pastorello, S. (2019) “Artificial Intelligence 
Algorithmic Pricing and Collusion”. Available at http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3304991

4 Guess (Case AT.40428 — Guess) European Commission Decision C/2018/8455 [2018] 
OJ C 47, 6.2.2019, p. 5, Available at https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/
TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.C_.2019.047.01.0005.01.ENG&toc=OJ:C:2019:047:TOC 

5 Article 101 of the TFEU is a provision corresponding to Article 19, “Prohibition on Illegal Cartel 
Conduct” of the “Monopoly Regulation and Fair Trade Act” in South Korea, which contains a 
provision prohibiting collusion (cartel) and agreements among business entities.
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Google Search (AdSense) case.6 This is the case in which Google has 
implemented an exclusive transaction policy for online media compa-
nies and others, stating that its advertisements should be placed in 
the most profitable position. The EC viewed this restriction as a viola-
tion of Article 102 of the TFEU.7

To understand how anti-competitive behavior in the marketplace 
is conducted in both cases, one needs to know how the algorithm 
works. For example, in the Google Search (AdSense) case, it is nec-
essary to understand the principles of online advertising to determine 
whether it is anti-competitive for Google to allocate its ads in the most 
visible space of the web. Because actions in the above cases do not 
only occur online using algorithms but can also occur without algo-
rithms in other markets. Whether the algorithm is used, or whether the 
conduct took place in the digital market is irrelevant to the problem.

The third scenario is in which restrictions on competition increase 
due to the use of algorithm. A representative example is resale price 
maintenance (RPM), which places restrictions on selling for less than 
a certain price when a producer signs a contract with a distributor. 
Since the Binon case in the 1980s,8 the European Union has viewed 
the RPM as a “by object anti-competition act” and has banned it un-
der Article 101 of the TFEU. However, the EC has not dealt with this 

6 Google Search (AdSense) (Case 40411) European Commission Decision of 20 March 2019 
(not yet published)

7 Article 102 of the TFEU is a provision corresponding to Article 3(2), “Prohibition on Abuse of 
Market-Dominant Position” of the “Monopoly Regulation and Fair-Trade Act” in South Korea.

8 Case 243/83 SA Binon & Cie v SA Agence et messageries de la pressem [1985] ECR 2015
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issue after the decentralization9 of the EU competition law enforce-
ment in 2004 due to the problem that the effects of these actions are 
unclear. However, as the RPM has recently emerged as a problem in 
the online market, the EC ruled in 2018 that the RPM by Asus, Denon 
& Marantz, Philips, Pioneer, and Guess was a violation of the compe-
tition law10 based on the jurisprudence of “by object anti-competition 
act”.

As a reason for the reapplication of a rule that had not been ap-
plied by the EC for more than 10 years, Professor Dunne pointed 
out that the use of price-tracking and price-setting algorithms has 
increased. From the perspective of commodity producers, it is easy 
to monitor whether distributors comply with the resale price through 
this algorithm, so the pressure to maintain the resale price policy is 
strengthened. In addition, since the distribution operator can easily 
see the prices of competitors in the distribution market through the al-
gorithm, the execution of resale price maintenance can also be facili-
tated. In other words, the damage is aggravated as the new technolo-
gy called algorithm is applied to the existing resale price maintenance 
behavior. Therefore, the old jurisprudence had to be brought in again.

The fourth scenario is when the algorithm itself becomes a part of 
competition on the merits. In this regard, Professor Dunne introduced 

9 The enforcement rules of Articles 101 (formerly Article 81) and 102 (formerly Article 82) of the 
TFEU were replaced by R 1/2003 from R 17/62 starting on May 1, 2004. The authority for 
enforcement of competition laws concentrated in the EC was distributed to the competition 
authorities and courts of each member states to allow the autonomous enforcement of 
competition laws in the European Union.

10 Case AT. 40465 – Asus, Case AT. 40469 – Denon & Marantz, Case AT. 40181 – Philips, Case 
AT. 40182 – Pioneer
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the case of Google Search (Shopping),11 which was given the largest 
penalty in EC history under Article 102 of the TFEU in 2017. In the 
“general search market”, Google held a monopoly with 85% market 
share of the European market at the time, and it continuously im-
proved the service to consumers through excellent search algorithms. 
Nonetheless, in the “comparison shopping market” using a separate 
search engine, Google struggled. So, here, rather than developing a 

11 Google Search (Shopping) (Case AT. 39740 – Google Search (Shopping)) European 
Commission Decision of 27.6.2017. 
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Competition in the Era of Algorithms: Evolving Law & Policy

better algorithm, Google revised and modified the search algorithm 
to self-preference its own products by adjusting its products to the 
top in shopping search results and allocated a less preferred spot for 
competitors’ products. Professor Dunne pointed out that, contrary 
to the prospect of the dystopian scenario, such an issue was raised 
because of algorithm promoting market competition paradoxically. 
Hence, she argued that if this distortion can be prevented and the 
true desires of consumers can be reflected, the algorithm could rather 
strengthen competition.

As can be seen from the discussions so far, today’s algorithms 
have become a part of the market, and therefore an understanding of 
algorithms is required to understand the effects of algorithms on com-
petition law. It is important to understand how the algorithm affects 
competition, rather than trying to grasp all the technical details of how 
the developer coded the algorithm. Professor Dunne mentioned that 
as a starting point, businesses should not deliberately intervene to 
cause anticompetitive effects on freely operating algorithms. In addi-
tion, if the algorithm is also considered as part of the business oper-
ator’s behavior, and the focus is on determining whether the behavior 
using the algorithm is anti-competitive, the past opinion which argued 
that it was difficult to apply the competition law to the algorithm that is 
a highly technical field can no longer be accepted.

Meanwhile, Professor Dunne acknowledged the necessity of 
making changes to today’s competition law in line with the digital 
age and suggested several options. The first example is “Regulation 
2019/1150 on Promoting fairness and transparency for business us-
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ers of online intermediation services”,12 which the European Union has 
already accepted. This rule imposes an obligation to deliver particular-
ly fair terms and conditions to operators that provide online brokerage 
services and stipulates the strengthened transparency requirements in 
the technology of determining ranking criteria using algorithms. How-
ever, Professor Dunne pointed out that because the regulation does 
not cover general users, its effects may be limited.

The second example is to impose an Ex ante Code of Conduct on 
digital business entities, which is currently discussed in Australia, the 
UK, and Europe. In particular, the EU is targeting large tech compa-
nies and discussing the Digital Service Act Package. It is worth noting 
that the scope of application is determined based on “economic pow-
er” rather than “market power” as stated in Article 102 of the TFEU. 
Nevertheless, Professor Dunne added that it is necessary to think 
whether the regulatory authorities can properly outline regulations that 
will affect the digital market in five or ten years. 

The third example is to prepare a “New Competition Tool” that fits 
the new digital era rather than the existing competition law system. It 
is the opinion that a new system other than Articles 101 and 102 of 
the TFEU should be introduced, and the UK is currently considering 
a plan to introduce a policy similar to the UK market investigation re-
gime, which examines whether the algorithm works properly.

12 Available at https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32019R1150 
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Session 4 shifted the focus to the discussion of governance from 
the individual company standpoint and specifically dealt with Google’s 
perspectives. According to Dr. Charina Chou, Google’s goal is to or-
ganize the world’s information and make it universally accessible and 
useful.1 Artificial intelligence is playing a very important role in achiev-
ing this goal for Google. For example, one can look at Google’s rep-
resentative product, the search engine. Information that exists on the 
Internet has evolved from text to image and video, and it is no longer 
possible to search effectively with the algorithm built when Google first 
launched the search service 20 years ago. So, Google Search devel-
oped in the form of machine learning technology. Google’s technolog-
ical advances provided by artificial intelligence are not just limited to 
search but are also being used in medical image processing, such as 
early detection of cancer.

 However, the use of artificial intelligence technology creates new 
problems and risks. Dr. Charina Chou cited an example of a lip-read-
ing algorithm2 that Google considered developing for Aphonia3 pa-

1 Google’s Official Mission Statement: “To organize the world’s information and make it 
universally accessible and useful.”

2 Lip reading is a technique that recognizes words by looking at the movement of the lips, face, 
and tongue.

3 It is a loss of voice caused by disorders of the larynx or tissues that control the larynx.
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tients upon the request of a medical institution in the UK, two years 
ago. Despite the utility of helping aphonia patients communicate, if 
the lip-reading algorithm is developed and widely distributed, there is 
a lot of potential for abuse, including privacy invasion. Google deter-
mined that ethical decision-making on artificial intelligence technology 
was necessary, so in 2018, it drafted and distributed the Google AI 
Principles.4 Google is making decisions based on these principles 
when ethical judgments are needed such as whether or not to devel-
op a lip-reading algorithm.

 Dr. Chou emphasized that technical measures play an important 
role in the implementation of AI principles. Google is providing a sum-
mary of key information about the dataset it uses to train AI models, 
just like the nutritional table of foods. For example, in the case of the 
Open Images Extended-Crowdsourced dataset, which Google re-
leased for machine learning, the purpose of data use and the data 
source are disclosed in detail, so researchers and developers can 
know and utilize the characteristics of the dataset. Furthermore, Goo-
gle is using a crowdsourcing method to build a more representative 
dataset. Data from other cultures are not adequately represented 
since most of the existing datasets are built based on Western cul-
tures and customs. Dr. Chou pointed out that when someone search-
es an image for weddings or brides, a picture of a white dress comes 

4 The main contents are as follows: AI applications must (1) be socially beneficial, (2) avoid 
creating or reinforcing unfair bias, (3) be built and tested for safety, (4) be accountable to 
people, (5) incorporate privacy design principles, (6) uphold high standards of scientific 
excellence, (7) be made available for uses that accord with these principles. AI applications 
will not pursue (1) technologies that cause overall harm, (2) technologies whose principal 
purpose is to cause injury to people, (3) surveillance violating international norms, (4) 
technologies whose purpose violate international law and human rights. https://ai.google/
principles/
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up as a search result. This is a Western custom that will not appear in 
the wedding scenes in other countries like India. This technical effort 
is an attempt to increase the completeness and diversity of the data-
set in the pre-training stage.

 Dr. Chou emphasized the importance of technical measures in 
the post-training phase and introduced a way to impose “fairness” 
constraints on AI models. For example, in Turkish, pronouns do not 
have a gender distinction, but when the Turkish sentence “o bir doc-
tor” is translated into English through Google Translate, the result 
first appeared as “he is a doctor”. Thus, Google placed a post-model 
constraint so that the user can choose the desired outcome be-
tween “he is a doctor” and “she is a doctor”. Furthermore, Dr. Chou 
introduced the TCAV (Testing with Concept Activation Vectors) meth-
odology as a technological advancement for the “interpretability” 
of artificial intelligence. It is a method of expressing how much the 
user-defined concept contributes to the classification of the input val-
ue by the artificial intelligence model as a directional derivative.5 By 
synthesizing this information, Google is running a page on “General 
recommended practices for AI”.6 This page provides data in terms of 
fairness, interpretability, privacy, and security for the practical use of 
artificial intelligence.

 Dr. Chou pointed out that there are many important points in the 
use of artificial intelligence technology not only in the technical aspect 

5 Kim, B., Wattenberg, M., Gilmer, J., Cai, C., Wexler, J., VIegas, F., & savres, R. (2018). 
“Interpretability Beyond Feature Attribution: Quantitative Testing with Concept Activation 
Vectors (TCAV)”, Proceedings of the 35th International Conference on Machine Learning, in 
PMLR

6 https://ai.google/responsibilities/responsible-ai-practices/ 
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but also in the operational processes of a company. In this regard, 
Dr. Chou stated four major points. First, in the process of using artifi-
cial intelligence technology internally, there should be an environment 
where each stakeholder can freely express opinions at any time while 
being familiar with the relevant knowledge. Google is running various 
educational programs to implement this aspect. Second, the tech-
nical devices mentioned above should not only be developed but 
should be easy to understand and utilized by non-technical employ-
ees. Third, there must be an update procedure to record, review, and 
share discussions on individual cases such as the case of lip-reading 
algorithm. Finally, it is necessary to continuously communicate with 
the external community about the use of artificial intelligence technol-
ogy through various conferences and reports. 

 Dr. Chou argued that public policy on artificial intelligence should 
also play an important role. First, to promote the use of artificial intel-
ligence technology, the private use of artificial intelligence technology 
could be promoted by sharing data sets held by public institutions. 
Much of the data provided by public institutions, for example, is in an 
unrefined form that is difficult for machines to read and understand, 
and government investment is needed to improve the quality of those 
data. In addition, Dr. Chou emphasized that it is necessary to organize 
and provide information on the characteristics of data, to strengthen 
education on artificial intelligence technology, and to actually use arti-
ficial intelligence in the public field.

 Lastly, Dr. Chou pointed out that the government’s role is to es-
tablish “explainability” standards for artificial intelligence models in to 
reduce controversy over the use of AI technology. The debate about 
the right to request human intervention concerning human-AI col-
laboration is also an area of public policy. After all, new problems will 
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arise from the use of AI technology in each field, and the important 
thing is how well the normative system can respond to these new 
problems. For problems that the existing normative system has not 
envisioned, it is necessary to revise the laws and regulations quickly. 
Dr. Chou stated that the government’s role in removing these regula-
tions is important when regulations hinder the social utility expected 
to be achieved by AI technology. Finally, she concluded the discus-
sion by adding an explanation of future-oriented discussions such as 
basic research, applied research, and human-AI interaction research 
conducted by Google.
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Session 5 held a discussion on the topic of differential privacy, 
which is receiving much attention as a next-generation technology 
that harmonizes data analysis and personal information protection 
in the era of big data. Professor Cynthia Dwork, the presenter who 
created the concept of differential privacy, began her presentation by 
explaining the difference between processing statistical data for the 
entire population and analyzing a specific subset of the population. 
She emphasized that differential privacy is a means of protecting 
privacy in the statistical processing of the entire population. At a first 
glance, this process of statistical analysis feels like protecting privacy. 
For example, the characteristics of the target population can be con-
sistently inferred through the sample, but the sample value does not 
convey definitive information about an individual, so the individual can 
always conceal his or her participation in the group by claiming “I am 
not included in those statistics”.

 Differential privacy was developed for use in the US census to 
design “privacy-preserving data analysis”, which is an old problem in 
statistics. The basic framework takes the form of receiving an answer 
from the database when an analyst makes a query to the database. 
The problem is that the more accurate and abundant the responses 
are, the more likely the privacy of individuals included in the database is 
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violated.1 Professor Dwork emphasized that this is a mathematical law.
 So how is differential privacy, known as a data analysis mecha-

nism that preserves privacy, defined? The easiest way to think of is 
the definition that privacy is preserved if “new” information about a 
specific person included in the database cannot be obtained through 

1 An example given by Professor Cynthia Dwork is if there are statistical data such as “Number 
of Nobel Physics Award Winners with Vehicles” and “Number of Female Nobel Physics Award 
Winners with Vehicles”, we can figure out whether the only female Nobel Physics Prize winner 
has a vehicle or not.
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question and answer.2 For example, even if you can get information 
published on the web about a specific person from a database, this is 
not “new” information, so privacy is not infringed.3 The problem with 
this definition is that if a particular person and other participants share 
a certain characteristic, the results obtained by observing the other 
participant become the “new” information about the specific person, 
and according to this definition, the privacy of that person is consid-
ered to be violated. In extreme terms, the privacy of all individuals is 
violated when the traits shared by everyone in the world are known, a 
counterintuitive conclusion that is difficult to accept.

 To solve this problem, differential privacy was defined. Under the 
definition, privacy is preserved if the same “new” information can be 
obtained about a specific person even if a question and answer are 
made while a person is replaced by another person. In other words, 
whether a specific person is included in the sample has no bearings 
on the results, the dataset is differentially private. Similar analysis re-
sults mean similar probability distributions. For example, when com-
paring a coin with a 50% chance of landing on a head and a coin with 
50.1% chance are considered, the probability distribution functions 
obtained by repeatedly throwing these coins are almost the same, so 
it is not possible to know which coin was thrown only by the result 
of one or several coin tosses. The characteristic of such a database 

2 DALENIUS, T. (1977), Towards a methodology for statistical disclosure control. Statistik 
Tidskrift, Vol. 15, 429-444, 2–1

3 Professor Cynthia Dwork explained that this definition is the same concept as Semantic 
Security in cryptography. Semantically secure cryptosystem refers to cryptosystem that can 
extract only negligible information about the original text from the cryptogram.
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is called “stability”,4 which not only preserves the privacy of persons 
included in the dataset but is known to prevent over-fitting in the con-
text of machine learning.5

 Professor Dwork also explained the mathematical definition of 
differential privacy. To summarize, model M satisfies ε-privacy if the 
following conditions are satisfied for all adjacent datasets x, y,6 and all 
result values S.7

Pr[Observe S at M(x)] ≤eεPr[Observe S at M(y)]

In the above definition, ε means a privacy loss and a degree of dif-
ferential privacy. The above definition of differential privacy represents 
the characteristics of Model M. For any analysis, the algorithm (model) 
M that satisfies the above equation is expressed as satisfying ε-privacy.

Professor Cynthia Dwork further described the characteristics of 
differential privacy. First, differential privacy is future-proof. This is a 
characteristic that comes from the definition itself, and the differential 
privacy is maintained even if changes occur, such as when additional 
information is presented in the future. Second, even in the case of 
models to which differential privacy is applied, small privacy losses 

4 It means the outcome is similarly “stable” regardless of including a specific person in the data 
set and not.

5 In other words, if the training set and the test set are similar (stable), the model trained using 
the training data set will work well on the test data set. Otherwise, the model is overfitting to 
the training dataset.

6 As discussed above, the data set is completely identical except whether a specific person is 
included.

7 Dwork C., McSherry F., Nissim K., Smith A. (2006) Calibrating Noise to Sensitivity in Private 
Data Analysis. In: Halevi S., Rabin T. (eds) Theory of Cryptography. TCC 2006. Lecture Notes 
in Computer Science, Vol. 3876. Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg.
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occur through individual questions and answers, and these losses are 
accumulated as calculations are repeated.

 Professor Cynthia Dwork then described the Laplace Noise Ad-
dition, a concrete method of implementing differential privacy. The 
Laplace mechanism refers to a technique that provides a modulated 
result to the user by adding random noise generated from the La-
place distribution in which the variance is set to be proportional to the 
sensitivity/ε. A local model and a centralized model can be classified 
based on when such noise is added. The local model has an import-
ant feature that personal information is altered by the client device and 
then is collected by the server. In this respect, it is contrasted with the 
centralized model in which the personal information of the subject is 
collected in the server as is and then undergoes a alteration process. 
Google and Facebook, for example, have used the centralized model 
for mobility data to cope with COVID-19, and Microsoft is using the 
centralized model for error reporting in Windows and text prediction 
model in the Office. A typical example of the local model is Google’s 
explanation that differential privacy is used as an anonymization tech-
nique in the Randomized Aggregatable Privacy Preserving Ordinal Re-
sponse (RAPPOR) technique applied in 2014.8

 Furthermore, the differential privacy will be applied to the publi-
cation of the 2020 U.S. Census results. John Abowd, Chief Scientist 
of the US Census Bureau, said of the 2010 Census,9 “Technology 
advances have exposed the problems of conventional methods. It is 

8 Google, “How Google Anonymizes Data”, Privacy and Terms https://policies.google.com/
technologies/anonymization?hl=ko 

9 The United States conducts a census every 10 years in accordance with Article 1 Section 2 
of the Constitution.
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now possible to recombine information that may infringe privacy by 
using public data that were previously known to preserve privacy.” Ac-
cording to Professor Dwork, some researchers are also critical of this 
because applying differential privacy to census results undermines the 
utility of the databases.

 Professor Dwork criticized the conventional idea that the rela-
tionship between the utility of the database and privacy is at odds. 
Companies, governments, researchers, and data subjects using data 
may have different preferences for the relationship between utility and 
privacy. In a society where privacy is not generally recognized at all, 
the utility of data users will be the highest, and as the protection for 
privacy is strengthened, the utility of data users will decrease. On the 
other hand, those who think “there is nothing to hide” will provide their 
information truthfully even if there is no privacy protection, but those 
who do not think that way will not trust society and may not provide 
the their information. If so, the relationship between total social utility 
and privacy would be an inverted U-shape curve, and based on this, 
Professor Dwork argued that if privacy protection is too little or too 
many, the utility of the database will be reduced.

 Professor Dwork pointed out that setting the level of privacy pro-
tection based on the relationship between the utility of the database 
and the privacy is ultimately a policy issue, and that under the differ-
ential privacy system, such policy decisions can be technically imple-
mented through the adjustment of ε value. This leaves a question of 
who decides the value of ε, and which queries will be prioritized when 
privacy losses accumulate. To solve this problem, Abowd & Schmutte 
argued that an optimal social solution can be found by measuring the 
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“willingness to pay for data accuracy with increased privacy loss”.10

 Professor Dwork concluded the seminar by summarizing that dif-
ferential privacy is an approach that enables database analysis while 
not learning new information about a specific person in the database.

10 Abowd, J., Schmutte, I. (2019) “An economic analysis of privacy protection and statistical 
accuracy as social choices”, American Economic Review, Vol. 109, No.1, pp 171, 194-197.
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Asimov for Lawyer: What Sci Fi can(not) tell us about the future of AI regulation

Session 6 was discussed about regulation of artificial intelligence 
technology. Professor Nicolas Petit, the presenter, mentioned that the 
discourse on the regulation of artificial intelligence technology is ac-
tively taking place around the world. Professor Petit commenced his 
presentation by saying that he would like to learn lessons from science 
fiction novels in the direction in which future discussions should go.

With regard to the question of “what is artificial intelligence”, it 
starts with the idea that all physical processes, including the process 
of thinking, can be modeled with computer algorithms. This is called 
the Church-Turing thesis. Furthermore, AI can improve its function by 
learning through an experience like humans. This field of artificial intel-
ligence has gone through both years of ambition and disappointment 
over the past decades, and expectations are rising again thanks to 
the improvement of the computing power and the accumulation of 
big data from about 15 years ago. Recently, scholars even say that, 
through the expression of “end of theory”, all processes of AI cannot 
be explained theoretically, and that they are entering a stage that does 
not require an explanation. Today, AI is being used in various places in 
society, such as autonomous driving, prediction of judicial outcomes, 
law enforcement, education, and othersOn the other hand, results 
from deep learning and neural network cannot be fully explained. 

Professor Petit introduced four types of regulatory models applica-
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ble to these AI technologies. The first is the Black letter law model.1 
According to this model, when a dispute arises, the court seeks a 
solution by using individual legislation in a specific area suitable for the 
issue. For example, when music composed by AI becomes a prob-
lem, whether it meets the requirements of “created by the copyright 
holder” stipulated by the current copyright law becomes the central 
issue of the discussion. Since the existing law, in general, was not 
enacted with AI technology in mind, courts and legislators try to solve 
the problem by focusing on the original purpose of these laws and 
ordinances. For example, the reason for the introduction of the con-
cept of “legal person” was to “foster economic exchange”. Therefore, 
discussion should proceed in conjunction with the fulfillment of this 
purpose in the context of the legal personhood of artificial intelligence.

The second model is the Emergent phenomena model, which 
seeks to address emergent phenomena with new legislation. This 
model is based on the idea that AI technology will create unprece-
dented economic and scientific issues, so new legislation is needed. 
Recent similar examples include discussions on drone law and ro-
bot law. Unlike the first model, in which legal experts mainly lead the 
discussion, the second model differs in that non-legal scholars such 
as engineering experts are mainly involved in the discussion. Also, 
compared to the first model, it is not limited to a specific area, but 
emphasizes integrative regulation and tends to focus more heavily on 
normative discussions. This is due to the fact that technology experts 
tend to focus more on “what the law should do” rather than “what the 
law does”.

1 It is an expression representing the form of specific legal norms based on the principles of 
basic law accumulated for a long time.
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The third model is the ethical model, which, in conjunction with 
applied ethics, argues that AI should be provided with a norm to 
distinguish between good and evil. While the ethical model does not 
explicitly prescribe the discussion of law and regulation, it implicitly 
presupposes this idea. Virtue ethics, deontological ethics, and conse-
quentialism are representative examples of the ethical model. The vir-
tue ethics is based on a moral behavior in everyday life and, accord-
ing to Professor Petit, is understood as “transparency” in the context 
of artificial intelligence. On the other hand, the deontological ethics 
emphasizes that artificial intelligence must follow specific instructions 
irrespective of the outcome. Consequential ethics emphasizes that 
the outcome should be good regardless of obligation. It is said that 
the above ethical models have been applied to other technology fields 
such as bioethics in the past.

The fourth model is the risk regulation model, which is like con-
sequentialism but focuses on technically lowering the probability of 
harm rather than harm itself. As shown in the European Union’s “White 
Paper on Artificial Intelligence”,2 mitigating the potential risks of ar-
tificial intelligence is the key to this model. Unlike consequentialism 
that focuses on follow-up measures, risk regulation modelfocuses on 
precautionary measures, which is characterized by being based on 
statistical evidence (evidence-based approach). Therefore, it has a 
limitation that there must be data that can be analyzed into probabili-
ty. In the field of artificial intelligence, the model may result in a ban on 
a specific field of application(e.g. weapons), or as a preventive action 
in a high-risk field (e.g. face recognition technology).

2 European Commission. (2020). “White paper on artificial intelligence–a European approach to 
excellence and trust.” Brussels.
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Professor Petit then described four possible fallacies that can be 
applied to the model mentioned thus far, which are: (1) The paradox 
of irrelevant law, (2) The problem of redundant law, (3) The failure of 
good intentions, and (4) knee jerk regulation.

First, the “paradox of irrelevant law” specifically relates to the first 
model, which presupposes explicit norms. Because lawyers imagine 
the future based on current technology, laws that are irrelevant to the 
future can emerge. If lawyers have been told about “flying” vehicles 
rather than “self-driving” cars in the past, they may have enacted de-
tailed laws about flying cars, not self-driving cars by now. The prob-
lem of redundant law is related to the second model and refers to a 
problem that arises when the law created by thinking that the phe-
nomenon caused by the new technology is completely different from 
the existing one regulates the overlapping aspect of the existing law. 
Professor Petit said that what we face may not be “new problems” 
but “existing problems caused by new methods”. The third error, the 
failure of good faith, is particularly related to the ethical model, which 
means that the ethics applied to technology with good intentions pro-
duce side effects. A representative example is a problem that if we 
put too much emphasis on ethics, we cannot properly cope with the 
time when legal regulations are necessary. Moreover, since there is no 
such thing as a universal morality, it can be puzzling how to respond 
in a case like a trolley dilemma. The last error, the problem of knee 
jerk regulation, refers to the introduction of excessive preventive reg-
ulation for possible risks. Returning to fossil fuels in response to the 
Fukushima nuclear power plant crisis, or prohibiting autonomous driv-
ing entirely by making its accident an issue even though the accident 
rate by autonomous driving is lower than the human accident rate are 
examples of overregulation.
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Professor Petit then presented a new topic in terms of public poli-
cy for artificial intelligence technology, whether technology innovation 
should be regulated within the framework of the existing legal system 
or new regulations should be discussed. From the opposing view to 
new forms of regulations, there are issues such as (1) the conflict be-
tween regulation and innovation (e.g. requirements of the European 
Union’s GDPR3), (2) the issue of captured regulation (e.g.: Conflict 
between the auto insurance industry and the public interest when 
introducing regulations on self-driving cars), and (3) a dilemma that if 
the technology is too advanced, it may already have reached an irre-
versible stage even though sufficient information on technology must 
be accumulated to introduce regulations. 

In this regard, Professor Petit pointed out that solving problems 
based on existing legal norms is not conducive to innovation. Rather, 
creating new regulations will enable engineers and inventors to carry 
out research in the right direction. From this point of view, Professor 
Petit proposed an “alternative model: externalities with a moral twist” 
as the fifth regulatory model. Professor Petit’s alternative model pres-
ents three effects to be considered: (1) discrete externality, (2) system-
ic externality, and (3) ontological externality. The discrete externality is 
a matter to be considered from micro and personal perspective and 
can be responded to by the existing legal system. Systematic exter-
nality is a matter to be considered from a macro and social perspec-
tive, requiring a higher level of preliminary regulation like employment 

3 The official expression of the European General Data Protection Regulation is Regulation (EU) 
2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection 
of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement 
of such data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation).
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or personal information issues. On the other hand, ontological exter-
nality must be considered from the humanity perspective and require 
a fairly high level of regulation.

Concluding his presentation, Professor Petit refuted the claim that 
science fiction is not realistic. Rather through imagination contained in 
science fiction, we can gain insight into how laws and regulations can 
be applied in the field of artificial intelligence. Asimov’s novel present 
an opportunity to predict changes and think about changes in human 
behavior according to technological advances, which is also helpful 
to lawyers designing AI regulation. At the same time, he emphasized 
that Asimov took a neutral position, neither optimistic nor pessimistic 
about technology. As Asimov argued that the “Three Robot Princi-
ples”4 was a tool to compensate for the weakness of the law in his 
novel “Runaround”, he finished the presentation by saying that hu-
man-made things may have inherent errors not only in technology but 
also in legal policy. 

4 The contents of the three principles of robots are as follows. 
1. A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a human being to come 
to harm. 
2. A robot must obey the orders given to it by human beings except where such orders 
would conflict with the First Law. 
3. A robot must protect its own existence as long as such protection does not conflict with 
the First or Second Laws.
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Session 7 switched the topic to blockchain technology and contin-
ued the discussion. Professor Thibault Schrepel began his presentation 
by giving a brief explanation of what blockchain is before proceeding 
to the legal policy discussion. Blockchain is a type of architecture and 
has the nature of a base technology that can be applied in various 
fields. Although no formal definition exists, blockchain generally refers 
to “open and distributed ledgers that can record all kinds of transac-
tions between users, whether they are passive or automatic.”

There are two layers in a blockchain. Layer 1 is an area where the 
ledger filled with information, such as an Excel spreadsheet, is shared. 
In general, blockchain refers to layer 1. This is an open distributed 
database, which can be thought of as an Excel spreadsheet. Layer 2 
can be added on top of Layer 1, and the blockchain software can be 
classified into the following three types according to the type of the 
second layer.1 In other words, blockchain is classified into (1)cryp-
to-currencies, (2)smart contracts, and (3)other types of applications 
(e.g., Uber).

Professor Schrepel introduced the process of signing a smart 
contract, a concept that should be dealt with particularly importantly 
concerning competition law, through a video demonstration. If one 
enters the names of the parties on the website, selects what laws are 
applied or what obligations are imposed on each parties, and enters 
the email addresses of both parties, the contract will be automati-
cally sent to those email address. When the user identified through 
the public key digitally signs the smart contract, the transaction is 
complete, and payment is made when one party fulfills the obligations 
specified in the contract.

Next, Professor Schrepel outlined four conceptual toolboxes that 

1 Layer 2 refers to an application running on top of an existing blockchain system.
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lawyers and economists should understand. (1)Pseudonymity: Block-
chain identifies an individual with a public key instead of an actual 
identity. With the current technology, it is impossible to convert a pub-
lic key into an actual identity, and thus it has pseudonymity that allows 
access to information only with a private key. (2)De-centralization: 
Since blockchain is stored in a distributed ledger, it is characterized 
by decentralization, which means records cannot be controlled or 
deleted from a specific central server and that everyone can access 
information. (3)Immutability: Blockchain immutable so that information 
cannot be tampered with in that the hash value completely changes 
when the underlying information is changed. (4)Unstoppable: Since 
the transaction process of the blockchain is automatic, it has the 
characteristic that it cannot be stopped (unstoppable code) unless, 
for example, a suspension clause is inserted as a specific condition of 
the smart contract.

After completing an overview of blockchain technology, Professor 
Schrepel began to discuss competition law. According to him, block-
chain technology and competition law are ultimately aimed at allowing 
transactions free from economic coercion. In the end, competition law 
is necessary to realize the anti-monopoly economy, which is also the 
purpose of blockchain technology. Conversely, he argued that block-
chain technology could help to realize the purpose of the competition 
law considering the reality where the rate of detection of anti-compet-
itive behavior by enforcement authorities is low.

However, according to Professor Schrepel, from the perspective of 
the theory of the firm underlying the competition law, he pointed out 
that the characteristics of blockchain technology cause difficulties. Ac-
cording to Ronald Coase’s theory of the firm, a company is a by-prod-
uct of reducing transaction costs by replacing the decision-making 
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needed for all economic activities with the top-down decision-making 
process of the controlling entity.2 Even if the two companies are sep-
arate legal entities, collusion cannot be established between parties if 
the controlling entity is the same simply because no one can collude 
with himself. In this way, the essential elements of a company is not 
“legal personality”, but “control” in the eyes of the competition law. 
The top-down control model cannot be applied to the blockchain 
because none of the three entities in the blockchain, namely a core 
developer, a miner, and a user, control blockchain.

Professor Schrepel introduced his thesis, the Theory of Granularity: 
A Path for Antitrust in the Blockchain Ecosystem,3 which reconstruct-
ed the competition law based on the need to solve this problem. The 
thesis first analyzed the phenomena created by the dynamic relation-
ship between core developers, miners, and users in the current block-
chain from the macro perspective. (1)The core developer designs the 
blockchain and sets the principles and rules, so it has its own power, 
but once the development is complete, the developer no longer has 
control, and the user or miner’s consent is required to change the 
rules later. (2)Users can choose which blockchain to use, but it is dif-
ficult to get involved in the design of the blockchain itself. They usu-
ally work individually, but they also form a group, which may result in 
anti-competitive behavior. (3)The miner plays the role of verifying the 
protocol of the transaction information on the blockchain but is not 
involved in the role of other actors.

2 Coase, R. H., (1937), “The Nature of the Firm”. Economica 4.16: 386-405.

3 Thibault, S., (2020), “The Theory of Granularity: A Path for Antitrust in Blockchain 
Ecosystems”. Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3519032 or http://dx.doi.
org/10.2139/ssrn.3519032
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The dynamics between these participants reshape the legal agen-
da. Professor Schrepel called the application of the concept and logic 
of competition law by analyzing and comparing these situations as 
“the theory of granularity” according to the title of his thesis. In other 
words, he argued that the competition law should focus on the dom-
inance of the dynamics formed between participants instead of com-
panies. He believed that through this, competition law can be applied 
although companies do not exist in the blockchain ecosystem, lead-
ing to more people’s participation to the blockchain, and increased 
social utility.

Professor Schrepel continued the discussion on collusion and 
abuse of market dominance with regards to blockchain. First, collu-
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sion can be facilitated because the parties can trust the implemen-
tation of the agreement due to the basic operating principle of smart 
contracts. For example, if a collusion agreement is reached but a 
business operator cheats by lowering the price by 5%, the smart con-
tract automatically applies a penalty clause to him. At this time, the 
smart contract can never be deleted. If business operators are con-
cerned about this issue, they will not collude with smart contracts. If 
parties think that they will not be caught because smart contracts are 
coded, they will use smart contracts for collusion. In other words, due 
to the emergence of smart contracts, conventional non-cooperative 
games are converted to cooperative games.

Regarding the abuse of market dominance, Professor Schrepel 
said that public and private blockchain should be differentiated, and 
that there is a great potential for problems in private blockchain. This 
is because, unlike public blockchain where all participants are in-
volved, private blockchain allows the gatekeeper to arbitrarily change 
rules and control access. This discussion can be commonly applied 
to other cases of competition law such as tying, and other legal 
frameworks such as intellectual property law.

Professor Schrepel presented two main tasks at the end of his 
presentation. The first was expertise. He said that one needs to fully 
understand the blockchain and its principles to enforce the law. This 
is because new problems that are different from the existing ones 
may arise due to the technical characteristics of the blockchain. Next, 
in applying the law to the blockchain for enforcement, we must un-
derstand that the blockchain industry has its basic philosophy to not 
be bound by the existing legal and social regulations. Therefore, it will 
not be easy to apply the law to the industry, but things can change if 
incentives are provided accordingly. 
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In the last session, artificial intelligence and transparency was 
discussed as the main topic. Professor Ignacio Cofone started the 
seminar by presenting a picture of the chess artificial intelligence “The 
Turk” that existed in the 19th century. Just as “The Turk”, which was 
the motive of Amazon’s crowd-working platform Mechanical Turk, was 
actually a trick in which human was behind the so called artificial intel-
ligence, the interaction with artificial intelligence we encounter today 
may be reduced to the interaction with the person who programmed 
and designed the artificial intelligence model.

Today, algorithmic decision through artificial intelligence is used 
in various fields such as hiring, finance, and criminal proceedings. 
These decision-making models mimic the decision-making method of 
humans by using various features as a proxy for specific outcome val-
ues. For example, when determining whether to repay a loan based 
on income, the feature of income was used as a proxy variable for the 
result of repaying the loan. The discussion of algorithmic transparency 
is primarily a discussion of whether to disclose information on features 
and proxy variables used in these algorithmic decisions.

 So, what are the trade-offs to consider regarding algorithmic 
transparency? First, algorithm transparency has the advantage of im-
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proving compliance1 and facilitating the correction of errors and bias-
es of the algorithm. It also guarantees the procedural rights of individ-
uals receiving algorithmic decisions. On the other hand, the industry 
strongly prefers algorithmic secrecy. They argue that if the algorithm 
is disclosed, there may be problems such as users “gaming” the sys-

1 Here, compliance refers to the actions a user performs to achieve the desired outcomes, 
provided that he/she knows how algorithmic decision-making works. For example, credit card 
user tries not to delay the card payment when it is revealed that making timely credit card 
payment has a positive effect on personal credit rating. Gaming, which will be seen below, is 
similar, but unlike compliance, because while compliance is an action commensurate with the 
intended purpose of the designer, gaming is an action that uses the information against the 
original purpose of the designer.
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tem, or competitors free-riding on others’ trade secrets. Therefore, in 
determining whether or not to disclose the algorithm and the degree 
to which it should be disclosed,2 Professor Cofone insisted that the 
social cost of disclosure (the issue of free riding of trade secrets and 
gaming) and the social utility of disclosure (compliance, improvement 
of errors and biases, and guarantees of users’ rights) should be both 
weighed and considered.

 Can a private business entity adequately reflect these factors? 
Professor Cofone answered no. This is because private businesses 
do not internalize the social value of compliance given by algorithm 
disclosure or social costs due to errors or biases in algorithms, but 
rather have an incentive to hide algorithms in order not to get caught 
in regulations or disputes. Therefore, Professor Cofone argued, it 
is more appropriate for a judge or government authority to decide 
whether to disclose the algorithm.

 Professor Cofone suggested that three factors should be con-
sidered when deciding whether to disclose an algorithm in a specific 
case. First, whether disclosure of the algorithm will incur social costs 
such as gaming and trade secret leakage. If the entire code is dis-
closed, there may be a concern about the leakage of trade secrets 
to competitors, but disclosure of features is less dangerous in this 
respect. If features that cannot be easily changed3 by users play an 
important role in algorithmic decisions, gaming is unlikely to occur, 

2 Professor Cofone points out that the disclosure of algorithms can also take place at various 
levels. Information subject to disclosure can vary including (1) training dataset, (2) source of 
training dataset, (3) code, (4) model, (5) features and labels, (6) weight of features and labels, (7) 
types of output values, and (8) the final goal of the algorithm.

3 E.g. a height and address of an individual
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even if these facts are disclosed. Also, even if the user changes his or 
her features to change the algorithm’s decision, it is not a gaming is-
sue if it actually changes the algorithm’s decisions by making positive 
changes.4

 Second, whether a loss such as a decrease in prediction perfor-
mance is expected due to algorithm disclosure must be considered. If 
algorithmic decision-making is working well due to the high accuracy 
of the algorithm, there is a concern about disclosing it because gam-
ing may harm the predictive accuracy of the algorithm. On the other 
hand, if the algorithm’s accuracy is low, the loss due to gaming is 
expected to be relatively small, so it is conversely possible to expect 
an error correction effect by revealing the algorithm. The improvement 
of such inaccuracies is also important for improving distributional in-
equality.

 Third, it is necessary to examine whether the algorithm design-
er’s incentive and the social welfare are aligned. For example, in the 
case of an algorithm that determines the risk of recidivism of a person 
subject to parole, the algorithm designer is likely to minimize false 
negatives,5 but social preference will prefer an algorithm designed to 

4 This is a compliance problem previously mentioned. Gaming is harmful when the result is 
made to look as if it is improved by using a loophole in the algorithm while the actual objective 
result value (i.e. personal credit) has not improved.

5 An error in which what is true is judged as false. The case in which a person at a high risk of 
recidivism is released on parole is one of the examples. If a person released by algorithmic 
decision commits a crime, the reliability of the algorithm may be called into question, but 
a person who is not released cannot commit a crime, so the algorithm designer has an 
incentive to minimize the release of high risk individuals.
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minimize false positives6 based on the constitutional principle. Profes-
sor Cofone pointed out that if the algorithm designer’s incentive and 
the social preference are aligned, it would be less useful to disclose 
the algorithm, but if the two incentives work in opposite directions, 
the disclosure of the algorithm can increase the social utility. Professor 
Cofone said that there are many cases in which algorithm disclosure 
improves social utility, and the significance of this study lies in that it 
has suggested criteria for determining in which cases the algorithm 
should be disclosed. He concluded the seminar by emphasizing that 
algorithmic secrecy should not be the default, because gaming is more 
difficult to operate in reality than people may think, and even if gaming 
occurs, the cost of not disclosing the algorithm may be higher.

6 An error in which what is false is considered as true. The case in which a person at a low risk 
of recidivism is denied parole is one of the examples. In the case of the COMPAS, the false 
positive rate of blacks was higher than that of whites, which became an issue.
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Seoul National University AI Policy Initiative (“SAPI”)

―
SAPI is an initiative launched by the SNU Center for Law & Economics  
to conduct research and address socio-economic, legal, and policy issues 
related to artificial intelligence.  
SAPI aims to be a ‘Social Lab’, where scholars from diverse disciplines 
collaborate to conduct interdisciplinary research. SAPI is co-directed  
by Professor Haksoo Ko and Professor Yong Lim of Seoul National University 
School of Law. 
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